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Abstract 

 

     An IGBT / power diode current distribution imaging system was demonstrated. This system can capture 

current redistribution or oscillation inside or among chips on a DBC-level sub-module. It can perform failure 

analysis of power semiconductors by detecting problems such as nonuniform current distribution between 

bonding wires. The system scans the chip’s shape using a laser sensor and then records the local magnetic field 

near the bonding wire using a 4-axis robot coil sensor. The coil sensor has two pair of Cu patterned spiral coils 

symmetrically arranged on both sides of a 60-μm-thick polyimide film. The system enables the analysis of 

destructive current concentrations of the entire chip, among chips or a part of the chip under high current or high 

voltage switching conditions, without making any changes or disassembling the chip connections. 
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1. Introduction 

 

IGBT and power diode destructive current 

redistribution in a chip or among chips on a DBC is a 

roadblock to the realization of high power density 

inverters. Nonuniform current redistribution takes 

place because of the parasitic inductance [1], 

deviation of chip characteristics or temperature 

imbalance among chips on the DBC[2,3]. Although 

the analysis of current redistribution phenomena 

among IGBT or power diode chips has been 

performed on numerical simulations [4,5], no 

measurement system with a sufficiently high 

resolution for current density has yet been 

demonstrated. Furthermore, conventional methods 

require changes or disassembly of electrical 

connections or wiring to the chip for the setup [3], 

which may affect the current flow and thus the 

measured signal can be different from original one. 

The system proposed in this paper (Fig. 1) enables 

imaging the current distribution in IGBT chips by 

scanning the local magnetic field near bonding wires 

with a patterned coil on a polyimide film. A laser 

sensor is used to realize precise positioning of the 

coil sensor to approach to the bonding wires. The 

system is designed to allow fully automatic control of 

the robot, power circuits, and digitizer using the 

LabVIEW GUI. 

The system is able to measure magnetic fields, 

without making any change to the chip wiring or 

disassembling the electrical connections, because the 

coil sensor is sufficiently tiny to insert into the space 

between the bonding wires. The system can measure 

the distribution of the magnetic field with precise 

positioning using a laser sensor and a 4-axis robot. 

 

 
 

2. Current measurement system 

 

2.1 Overview of coil sensor 

 

The coil sensor used here has two pair of Cu 

patterned spiral coils symmetrically arranged on both 

sides of a 60-μm-thick polyimide film [6] (Fig. 2). 

The size of the spiral coils is 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm, and 

the line width of the Cu pattern is 70 μm. The coil 

pattern is extremely accurate because it is 

manufactured using the printed circuit board 

technology (also allowing mass production at a low 

price). This sensor is thinner and smaller than a 

Rogowski coil [7,8,9,10]; therefore, the coil sensor 

can be inserted between the bonding wires. 

Furthermore, the coil can be inserted without 

damaging the bonding wires because it is made of 

flexible polyimide films (Fig. 3). Some magnetic 

field sensors are based on SQUID or GMR sensors. 

SQUID sensors need mass cooling devices. GMR 

sensors have a limited measurement range because 

 
Fig. 1 Scanning system for IGBT chip current imaging 
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they detect differences in resistance between parallel 

and antiparallel magnetization. On the other hand, 

coil sensors are easy to use and do not have a limited 

range, as they have a simple structure. Magnetic field 

measurement is an efficient way to analyze current. 

The bandwidth of the coil sensor is 110 MHz; this 

bandwidth is greater than that of a Rogowski coil, 

which can also measure the magnetic field without 

making any changes or disassembling the chip 

connections. 

 

 
 

2.2 Near-field coil sensor 

 

According to Faraday’s law, a potential difference 

(voltage) is generated by electromagnetic induction 

across a coil (in this case, the near field coil sensor) 

when it is exposed to a varying magnetic field. This 

coil sensor has two pair of spiral coils, which are 

connected each other. The output is the sum of the 

signals from the two pair of spiral coils. This 

configuration compensates for parallel magnetic 

fields because the two pair of spiral coils are 

arranged to have opposite polarities. As this acts 

analogously to how a dipole acts, the coil sensor only 

detects magnetic fields near the coil sensor. Fig. 4 

shows the sensitivity of the coil sensor for a range of 

wire positions. This figure indicates an enhancement 

of the near magnetic field and a reduction in the far 

field noises due to the configuration of two pair of 

spiral coils. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 were respectively 

obtained when the relative distance between the coil 

sensor and the position of a wire where current is 

flowing changes in the horizontal direction (x-axis) 

and the vertical direction (z-axis). The resolution 

(FWHM) of the Fig. 5 data is approximately 1.5 mm. 

In the same way, a 2 mm resolution is estimated in 

the vertical direction from Fig. 6. These spatial 

resolutions indicate the ability to isolate a specific 

wire from others.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Sensitivity of the coil sensor for different wire 

positions 
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Fig. 5 Output voltage versus horizontal displacement 

Fig. 3 Coil sensor inserted between bonding wires 

 

Fig. 2 Detailed picture of the coil sensor 
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2.3 Amplifier and digitizer  

   

The output voltage signal from the sensor is 

integrated by a high-speed analog amplifier circuit 

and converted into a magnetic field strength. The 

analog circuit module is designed to be placed near 

the coil sensor; it is shielded to reduce noise. The 

amplifier bandwidth is 1 MHz; thus, the time 

resolution of this system is 1 μs. The 60 MS/s high-

speed digitizer stores the amplifier output as digital 

data and sends it to the control PC with the 

LabVIEW GUI, as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

2.4 Scanning robot with shape data detection  

 

A database of the measured shape of the device 

under test is important to be able to determine a scan 

route for the coil sensor. Moreover, the relative 

distance between the coil sensor and the object is 

important to calculate the current at each bonding 

wire from the measurement magnetic field 

distribution as the future work. The shape of an 

object is measured by a laser sensor co-assembled 

with the coil sensor on 4-axis robot (Fig. 7). A 100-

μm laser beam spot size and a 4-axis robot spatial 

resolution of 2 μm is sufficient to be able to detect 

the precise position of the bonding wires. Fig. 8 

shows the shape of an IGBT chip, which clearly 

indicates the position of the plate and the bonding 

wires. The shape data includes the bonding wire 

positions, height, and chip area, which are stored on 

the control PC. 

 

 
 

2.5 Measurement sequence program and graphics 

on LabVIEW 

  

 Fig. 9 shows the sequence of the measurements. 

The laser sensor is moved over the entire area of an 

IGBT chip to acquire its shape. Then, the coil sensor 

is moved to the measurement point determined from 

the shape data, and the digitizer outputs the magnetic 

field strengths measured by the coil sensor and 

amplified when the power circuit provides current to 

the IGBT chip. Then, the coil sensor is moved 

repeatedly to the next measurement point until all 

 
Fig. 8 Bonding wire position data detected by laser sensor (2 

mm × 1.5 mm) 
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Fig. 7 Demonstration of scan system with xyz-robot, 

coil sensor, amplifier, laser sensor, and power circuit 

Fig. 6 Output voltage versus vertical displacement 



measuring points have been measured. The entire 

sequence of measurements is controlled from the 

LabVIEW GUI. 3D/2D animation of the transient 

changes in the magnetic field distribution is 

computed from the data stored on the PC.  

 

 

 

 
 

3. Measurement results 

 

The proposed system successfully images the 

scanned magnetic field. The laser sensor has 

monitored the shape of the IGBT chip on a grid of 

resolution 100 μm × 100 μm before measuring and 

storing the data for use in the scan route calculation. 

On the basis of shape data, the coil sensor moved 

along the IGBT chips at a specified distance between 

the coil sensor and the chip. Then, the scanning coil 

moved along a grid with a resolution of 200 μm × 

200 μm determined from the shape data of the IGBT 

chip to record a total of 7220 waveforms of sensor 

output voltage and store them in the HDD of the 

control PC. In this measurement, the influence on the 

magnetic fields by electromagnetic waves is 

negligible (200 μs at less than 10 MS/s). The 

magnetic field data was converted to two-

dimensional images using these waveforms. Fig. 10 

shows the image under 300 A switching for 4 chips 

DBC. This data underwent digital droop 

compensation [6]. The image only shows 1 chip of 

the 4 chips DBC. Fig. 10 shows the magnetic field 

distribution 1 mm above a chip at all measurement 

points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig. 10 Magnetic field distribution with IGBT bonding wire currents (digital droop compensated) 
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Fig. 9 The sequence of current measurement by LabVIEW 



4. Conclusion 

 

An automatic chip current imaging system based 

on the tiny coil sensor scanner using a 4-axis robot 

has been proposed. The system successfully captures 

magnetic field images which directly visualize the 

current redistribution inside the chip and among the 

chips on DBCs. Furthermore, these methods do not 

require any changes or disassembly of the chip 

connections. This system gives us useful information 

related to spatial and time domain current 

distribution. The system is a powerful tool for the 

analysis of destructive current redistribution 

phenomena in IGBTs and power diodes. 
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